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you seem to die a hundred deaths before a thousand walls.
... I wonder why all the dockside guardians of this land
have grey-white faces and manners of gentle disillusionment.
They cannot all be one family. This is not the South.
§
Skidding in the brown mud that separates the landing-stage
from the Nazi Company's bus you see suddenly America;
not the tempestuous and tormented wall that, across the
grey river, rages up against the greyer heavens and is called
Manhattan. This is a dark bluff, seen through whirling snow-
flakes. Dark olive green, cluttered with frame houses that all
appear a little cock-eyed—lead-white boxes dropped at
incongruous angles, as if the builders had possessed neither
spirit-level nor plumb-line. That is the America that has
inspired a thousand million hopes from Pekin to Polperro.
You observe that I am recapturing a little of the spirit of my
boyhood and the inverted kitchen table . . . and of Poca-
hontas rather than of Columbus.
. . . For don't believe that* in our hot, European youths
we set out to find the gold-paved streets of the city that is
not America. In that we differed from all the navigators of
Hakluyt who were all mercenaries and make me a little
tired. There was not any real romance about Columbus or
Raleigh or Hudson. They endured hardships and made
their wretched crews endure hardships even worse—for
they always had private caches of provisions in their cabins
—they endured hardships with the hard eyes of company
promoters speculating in specie or in black ivory. But we
were not mercenaries. We set out on inverted kitchen-
table-hardships in the pure spirit of Romance and never
did we make our crews endure more than we had to ourselves.
After Hudson had been manacled, but before he was set
adrift, bags of biscuit and bottles of wine were found hidden
in his quarters and he prolonged his miserable voyages in
order to make, on the side, a little money by inefficiently
slaughtering sea-lions in order to sell their pelts in Amster-
dam. As far as I can remember he only managed to kill one
sea-lion, but he let in the thousand followers who incarna-

